Neural network retuning and neural predictors of learning success associated with cello training
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The auditory and motor neural systems are closely intertwined, enabling people to carry out tasks such as playing a musical instrument whose mapping between action and sound is extremely sophisticated. While the dorsal auditory stream has been shown to mediate these audio–motor transformations, little is known about how such mapping emerges with training. Here, we use longitudinal training on a cello as a model for brain plasticity during the acquisition of specific complex skills, including continuous and many-to-one audio–motor mapping, and we investigate individual differences in learning. We trained participants with no musical background to play on a specially designed MRI-compatible cello and scanned them before and after 1 and 4 wk of training. Activation of the auditory-to-motor dorsal cortical stream emerged rapidly during the training and was similarly activated during passive listening and cello performance of trained melodies. This network activation was independent of performance accuracy and therefore appears to be a prerequisite of music playing. In contrast, greater recruitment of regions involved in auditory encoding and motor control over the training was related to better musical performance. Additionally, pre-supplementary motor area activity and its connectivity with the auditory cortex during passive listening before training was predictive of final training success, revealing the integrative function of this network in auditory–motor information processing. Together, these results clarify the critical role of the dorsal stream and its interaction with auditory areas in complex audio–motor learning.

Significance

In sophisticated auditory–motor learning such as musical instrument learning, little is understood about how brain plasticity develops over time and how the related individual variability is reflected in the neural architecture. In a longitudinal fMRI training study on cello learning, we reveal the integrative function of the dorsal cortical stream in auditory–motor information processing, which comes online quickly during learning. Additionally, our data show that better performers optimize the recruitment of regions involved in auditory encoding and motor control and reveal the critical role of the pre-supplementary motor area and its interaction with auditory areas as predictors of musical proficiency. The present study provides unprecedented understanding of the neural substrates of individual learning variability and therefore has implications for pedagogy and rehabilitation.
the fingerboard, different fingers on different strings can produce the same note), but also, unlike keyboards, which have a discrete one-to-one correspondence between motor action (key press) and pitch output, the auditory–motor mapping in a string instrument is continuous (analog). Therefore, a critical component of string-instrument learning is developing the ability to perform rapid online pitch corrections, i.e., instantaneous sensorimotor adjustments, to play in tune. This feature, which is also present in vocal pitch control (22–24), makes string instruments a valuable model for the study of auditory sensorimotor integration and motor control. Importantly, using an instrument that relies on fine, online adjustments allows behavioral assessment of the quality of the integration between auditory and sensorimotor systems shown in the correction of pitch accuracy during performance.

Finally, there is much evidence of behavioral interindividual differences in the learning of a new and complex task such as music performance, and neurophysiological evidence has begun to show that preexisting individual differences in anatomical and functional properties of the brain may affect learning rate or attainment (for a review, see ref. 25). The auditory cortex (AC) plays a prominent role in musical learning, since there are clear increases in the evoked response (26–28) and structural changes (26, 29, 30) in the AC of musically trained individuals, and since individual differences in the magnitude of task-evoked blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response in the AC predict the learning rate in various contexts such as pitch-discrimination tasks (31, 32) or piano playing (10). However, the importance of other regions within the audio–sensorimotor network still needs to be elucidated, together with the role of the AC within this network, in particular in learning tasks where auditory–motor integration is very prominent (such as string instruments). In particular, this could help better explain the heterogeneity in learning outcomes among individuals.

In the present longitudinal study we used cello training as a model for brain plasticity. We trained 13 participants with no musical background to play on a specially designed MRI-compatible cello (33) twice a week for 1 month. With the use of this unique device we were able to scan participants with fMRI while playing and listening to simple sequences on the cello before and after 1 wk and 4 wk of training (Fig. 1 A and B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). We focused specifically on how the neural substrate of action–perception coupling associated with such learning change as a function of skill acquisition, how individual variability is reflected in the neural architecture over the course of learning, and whether there are neural predictors of such variability. Overall, we hypothesized that better players would exhibit stronger recruitment of the brain regions involved in the dorsal auditory-to-motor stream as well as stronger functional connectivity (FC) between these regions both before training and as training progresses. Indeed, we assume that a better ability to generate mental transformations of acoustic input into motor representations should result in more accurate anticipatory action control during performance and, in turn, in more accurate playing.

**Results**

**Behavioral Training Data.** We developed two behavioral indices related to the playing task to capture pitch and timing accuracy: both measures show that subjects’ performance improved significantly over the training sessions (T1–T7) (Fig. 1 C). The average pitch errors (in cents, with 100 cents equaling 1 semitone) per training session decreased continuously from 59.5 ± 4.8 cents on T1 to 29.7 ± 3.6 cents on T7 [repeated-measures ANOVA, \(F(1,72) = 6.20, P = 0.001\)], which means that participants learned to play more on the beat. Moreover, tempo and pitch errors (average timing deviation) \(P_{t}\) (Methods) decreased continuously from 240.9 ± 36 ms on T1 to 91.3 ± 11 ms on T7 [repeated-measures ANOVA, \(F(1,72) = 11.08, P < 0.001\)], which means that subjects learned to play more on the beat. Both behavioral patterns further suggest that there was a fast learning stage early in training, in which the improvement was relatively big, followed by a slower stage in which further gains were smaller from one session to another.

**Behavioral Data in MRI Sessions.** For each subject, global performance scores per scan derived from pitch and tempo errors (Methods) were used to represent individual achievement. The higher the score, the better was the performance inside the scanner. Fig. 1 D shows the evolution of pitch errors, tempo errors, and performance scores between scans at week 1 (SCAN wk1) and week 4 (SCAN wk4). Mean pitch and tempo errors decreased between the two scans, but the decrease was significant only for pitch errors [repeated-measures ANOVA, \(F(1,12) = 9.35, P = 0.009\) for pitch error; \(P = 0.15\) for tempo errors]. Overall, subjects’ performance scores improved between scans, with a mean 28.8% increase [repeated-measures ANOVA, \(F(1,12) = 4.1, P < 0.01\)]

The relationships between pitch and timing errors were examined using Pearson correlation coefficients computed across participants. No correlations were found at \(P < 0.05\) between the two indices in any training session or in SCAN wk1. In SCAN wk4, smaller pitch errors were associated with smaller timing errors \(r = 0.62, P < 0.05\), indicating that the two measurements are rather independent until sufficient expertise has been acquired.

**Task-Related Networks.** Contrast images for task vs. rest were computed to assess basic task-related activity at SCAN wk4 for the set of musical sequences that were trained. As a control, in the listen-only condition we used a sequence that was never trained but that had the same tones as the trained sequences but presented in a different order. The network associated with passive listening of the learned sequences after training engages bilateral primary and secondary auditory cortices (AC), parts of the motor network [the supplementary motor area (SMA) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMC)], and posterior parietal regions [the superior parietal lobule (SPL)] (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The cello-playing network encompasses the auditory regions, the somatosensory areas, and the motor production network, i.e., cortical and subcortical motor regions, including primary motor (M1), premotor and supplementary motor areas (the PMC, SMA, and preSMA), the basal ganglia, and the cerebellum.

**Training-Related Effects.** Because training sessions started only after the initial scan (preSCAN), changes in brain activation across short-term learning, i.e., after 1 wk of training (SCAN wk1 vs. preSCAN), could be investigated only in the passive-listening task (i.e., playing was not possible at preSCAN, since participants had not yet received any training). Changes in activation across the later learning phases (SCAN wk4 vs. SCAN wk1) were examined in the listening and playing tasks.

Already after 1 wk of training, and persisting after 4 wk, we found that the supplementary motor areas (preSMA and SMA), the right dorsal premotor cortex (dPMC), and the left posterior parietal cortex (SPL) responded more to the passive listening of the learned sequences than seen in the preSCAN (Fig. 24 and SI Appendix, Table SI4). In each of the three regions, significant differences in parameter estimate were also observed between preSCAN and SCAN wk1 [SMA: \(t(12) = 3.51, P = 0.004\); dPMC: \(t(12) = 3.88, P = 0.002\); SPL: \(t(12) = 7.37, P < 0.01\), after Bonferroni correction] but not between SCAN wk1 and SCAN wk4 (all \(P > 0.4\)) (Fig. 24, Insets). However, no significant differences were found within the bilateral AC across the three scan sessions (all \(P > 0.17\)). For the playing task, no training-related changes were observed between SCAN wk1 and SCAN wk4 at the statistical threshold, presumably because most of the changes had already occurred after 1 wk of training. A conjunction analysis...
Regression analyses were performed to show the plastic changes detected for the trained sequence, in-... the right dPMC and, to a lesser extent, in the SPL.

Based on these results, we assessed patterns of FC (Methods) between these three regions, and we also included the bilateral AC. We selected the left SPL as a seed because it appeared to have a key role in the listening task across learning (the overlap between the listening and playing tasks was only partial). FC analyses were conducted between the seed and a priori-defined regions of interest (ROIs) during the listening task in each scan.

In the preSCAN, there was a positive correlation between the left SPL and bilateral AC [specifically, the planum temporale (PT)] and the SMA (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). After 4 wk of training, higher connectivity was found between the SPL and bilateral AC and the SMA (SCAN wk4 > preSCAN) (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Table S1B). Enhanced connectivity with the right dPMC reached a marginal level of significance ($P = 0.06$).

The same analyses were performed with the listening trials of the untrained sequence that do not present full motor significance, since the untrained sequence is composed of the same notes but in a different order and was never practiced. Changes in the fronto-parietal network were also observed across the training period for these trials, but the same FC analyses did not show the plastic changes detected for the trained sequence, indicating a degree of specificity to the reorganization (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).

Training-Related Effects and Individual Performance. To further test whether brain changes were modulated by the individual behavioral achievements, we performed regression analyses between BOLD signal variation and the global performance score. We used the score at SCAN wk4 as a regressor. Results are presented in Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Table S2. During passive listening to the trained sequences in SCAN wk4, participants with highest performance scores showed increased activity (relative to preSCAN) in the right superior temporal gyrus (STG), right putamen, and left middle frontal gyrus (extending into the left secondary somatosensory cortex). In the playing task, better performance at week 4 relative to week 1 was also positively correlated with signal changes in the right STG and additionally in the right hippocampus. In the playing task, the same analysis was conducted using only the pitch score or only the timing score as a regressor. Results show that increased activity in hippocampus correlated with both pitch and timing scores, whereas increased activity in STG correlated only with the pitch score (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). No significant cluster was observed for negative correlations.

Predispositions.
Pretraining listening task. Regression analyses were performed to test for correlations between the pretraining BOLD response during listening and training success after 1 month as defined by the performance score at SCAN wk4. Results in Fig. 4A show that better performance at the end of the training month was predicted by stronger activation of the preSMA during listening at preSCAN. We performed a robust correlation analysis (34) and detected no outlier (Fig. 4B). To further ensure the robustness of this finding, we employed a leave-one-participant-out cross-validation procedure (35) that allows defining ROIs with an independent dataset (Methods). Results are presented in SI Appendix, Fig. S6. This procedure allows a more unbiased estimate of the brain activity, to avoid circularity and give a better estimate of out-of-sample prediction. The results found when
using this latter procedure were very similar to the original regression analysis, indicating that the finding is stable when tested with a more stringent cross-validation method. Also, the result was similar when either only the pitch score or only the timing score was used as a regressor (SI Appendix, Fig. S6C).

Based on this consistent regression result in the preSMA, we performed FC analyses using this functionally defined preSMA region as the seed region and the performance score at SCAN wk4 as a covariate to examine whether individual differences in FC involving the preSMA also correlated with performance achievements. Results showed that better performance at SCAN wk4 was associated with stronger connectivity between the pre-SMA and bilateral AC (specifically the STG) during listening at preSCAN (Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S7A).

**Pretraining resting state.** Finally, we investigated whether any functional markers of a predisposition for cello learning could be detected during a resting-state scan obtained before training. FC analyses of pretraining resting-state networks were performed using the functionally defined preSMA region (see above) as the seed region and the score at SCAN wk4 as a covariate to test for correlations between the intrinsic resting-state FC of brain networks and training success after 1 month. Results show that better performance at SCAN wk4 was associated with stronger resting-state FC between preSMA and AC (specifically the PT) at preSCAN (Fig. 5B and SI Appendix, Fig. S7B and Table S3). This pattern of resting-state FC partially matches the one observed in the pretraining listening condition (Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S7A and Table S3).

We also performed robust nonparametric correlation analyses (34) on these data. In the listening task, we detected no outlier, and the Spearman correlation between connectivity in AC/preSMA and score at SCAN wk4 is significant ($r = 0.65$, CI 0.17, 0.91). We also detected no outlier for the resting-state data, and the Spearman correlation between connectivity in the right AC/preSMA and the score at SCAN wk4 is significant ($r = 0.57$, CI 0.03, 0.87).

**Discussion**

The present study was designed to identify the changes in brain activity patterns and their relation to behavioral changes associated with cello learning, i.e., changes with repeated practice of complex auditory–motor sequences. The main findings of this study are (i) the evidence of functional reorganization in the auditory–motor network, as indexed by the recruitment of dorsal–cortical stream regions after training and by changes in connectivity between the auditory and motor systems (Fig. 2); (ii) interindividual differences in neural plasticity associated with this learning, as shown by stronger recruitment of regions related to stimulus encoding (AC and hippocampus) in the better players (Fig. 3); and (iii) evidence of a functional predisposition for cello training success as shown by stronger recruitment of the preSMA (Fig. 4) and its connectivity to auditory regions (Fig. 5) before training in the better learners. These findings are discussed in the next paragraphs.

**Auditory-to-Motor Dorsal Stream as a Canonical Neural Substrate Underlying Musical Training.** From SCAN wk1 we identified an extended network related to the playing task that encompasses the auditory regions, the motor regions, the dorsal pathway, and the cerebellum, which is consistent with other studies of performance (36, 37). Our study further reveals that subcomponents of that network are jointly recruited in listening as a consequence of learning (Fig. 2B). Indeed, in line with previous research (9–11), we show that cello training induced increased activity in regions of the auditory-to-motor dorsal cortical pathway, including the preSMA and SMA, the right dorsal PMC, and parietal regions, during passive listening to the learned sequences (Fig. 2). Prior studies, however, have not compared listening conditions with playing in the scanner, to allow a direct comparison of the two, as shown in the conjunction analysis (Fig. 2B). We thus are able to show directly that many of the same structures within the dorsal stream are similarly activated during passive listening and music performance. Our study also used a string instrument, which requires action–sound mapping different from that with keyboard instruments, which have been the focus of previous research. Since similar networks appear to be active across studies, we conclude that the dorsal stream has a general capacity for action–sound mapping. This conclusion is also consistent with recent data showing that cello playing and singing engage similar brain networks (38). These findings
Interindividual differences in the neural substrates of brain plasticity. Regression analyses with performance score at SCAN wk4 (with pitch and tempo errors rescaled taking into account their respective datasets in SCAN wk4) of BOLD signal variation in the listening task (week 4 > pre) (A) or in the playing task (week 4 > week1) (B). All images are cluster-corrected (z > 2.3, P < 0.05). During the listening task, significant effects were observed in left middle frontal gyrus (extending into the left secondary somatosensory cortex), right putamen, and right STG. During the playing task, significant effects were observed in right hippocampus and right STG.

Therefore highlight the auditory–motor coupling (4, 16, 39, 40) that develops during music learning.

That no statistically significant training-related changes in brain activity were observed between SCAN wk1 and SCAN wk4 for the playing task, even though continued learning was observed in the behavioral measures (Fig. 1 C and D), could be due to the use of only four simple melodies of five notes each (our stimuli represent a compromise between complexity and learnability that allowed us to study longitudinal training effects based on performance levels). Had we used more difficult material it might have led to more range to pick up longer-term learning effects, although then we might not have been able to measure any reasonable performance at week 1.

On a more conceptual level, the dorsal stream can be seen as mediating complex internal models of cello performance, i.e., the brain’s capacity to automatically trigger sensorimotor processes that resemble those associated with actual playing just by listening to the trained sounds, as proposed by Keller in the context of internal models (41). These mechanisms may support the generation of anticipatory images that may facilitate action planning (42). Our study reveals that these models are formed even at early stages of learning, since increased activity in the dorsal stream was already observed after only 1 wk of training, when performance is not yet highly practiced or accurate, and this activity did not evolve afterward (i.e., between week 1 and week 4), whereas behavioral performance continued to improve (Fig. 2A).

Among the regions of the dorsal pathway in which changes are observed during passive listening, the posterior parietal region was found to act as a key node in this neural retuning. Indeed, functional plasticity during listening is characterized by an increase in the FC between the posterior parietal cortex and both the auditory and premotor systems over the training month (Fig. 2C). Therefore, our data provide further evidence that the parietal region is a key sensory–motor interface (39, 43) when perception is linked to learned action, a concept which is also well aligned with models of visuomotor function (44).

Interestingly, changes in the fronto-parietal network were also observed for the untrained sequence that was passively experienced and for which there was no direct motor representation (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). However, there were no changes in the connectivity pattern as seen for the learned sequences. These observations mark a difference in relation to prior studies using a keyboard where new melodies did not elicit any sensory–motor coactivation (10, 11). This difference could be attributed to the emphasis in the present study being placed on the flexible many-to-one mapping enabled by the use of a cello (we used sequences composed of identical pitches but differing in their fingering pattern). It has been suggested that a larger redundancy space, i.e., motor variability in exploring a new movement, determines faster motor learning (45). Hence, these changes could reflect the partial learning of a more general sensory–motor association; such associations have been shown to form even in the absence of training under some circumstances (46) and to involve the dPMC (47). It is also possible that the training resulted in a sort of generalized enhancement of attention to cello stimuli that are composed of the same notes but perhaps not to the extent of being able to play a new sequence.

Better Performers Optimize the Recruitment of Regions Involved in Auditory Encoding and Motor Control. Previous studies identified pretraining activity in the AC as a marker of predisposition for success in fine-grained pitch-pattern learning (32), linguistic pitch-contour learning (48), and, together with the hippocampus, in complex piano learning (10). Here we identified several cortical and subcortical regions, including right AC and hippocampus, whose increased activity induced by training correlated positively with performance in both listening and playing tasks (Fig. 3).

Our data thus provide further evidence that the AC, particularly in the right hemisphere, plays a major role in auditory–motor learning, and that the confirm the enhanced role of the hippocampus in successful melodic memory retrieval across learning (10, 49). Here, instead of being predictors of performance achievement, these two regions reflected interindividual differences in neural plasticity and how fluctuations in neural activity across training correlate with performance. However, the nature of the task and the metrics taken as performance indicators are not quite comparable to those in previous studies, because our measures were direct indices of accuracy (that are sensitive to sensorimotor integration) and do not reflect the learning rate, as was the case in previous studies (10). Our data further demonstrate that more accurate performance relies on a finer-grained encoding of pitch information (vs. tempo information) in the right AC across learning, which is consistent with the hypothesis that the right AC is related to better spectral resolution (50).

Last, the greater recruitment of the putamen during listening in those subjects who played better is consistent with its role in beat and rhythm processing in perceptual tasks (51, 52), and increased activity in the middle frontal gyrus suggests an enhanced auditory working memory (53, 54). Overall this may reflect an increased sequence-specific priming of action representations in better players who put themselves more in an active (vs. passive) listening context across scanning sessions. Although our participants were instructed to listen passively to the sequences in the listening condition, our design is such that listening to a sequence always occurred before a playing trial. Thus, enhanced processing of sequences in the basal ganglia and frontal system during listening could lead to more accurate performance. It might also be that the development of optimal patterns of FC within these systems during training benefits both perception and action.
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Fig. 4. Predispositions. (A) Regression analyses with behavioral variables measured at the end of the training (week 4) testing for correlations between pretraining activity during the listening task and training achievements (z > 2.6, i.e., P < 0.01 uncorrected). (B) Robust Spearman correlation between percentage of BOLD signal change in preSMA at preSCAN during listening (x axis) and the performance score at SCAN wk4 (y axis) (CI 0.16, 0.94). Individual differences in pretraining preSMA activity during the listening task were predictive of training success.

Overall, our data provide further evidence that greater activity in areas of the cortico-basal ganglia circuit contributing to stimulus encoding and storage and hippocampal structures are essential for building the right memory trace necessary for motor performance accuracy (55).

PreSMA and Its Interaction with the Auditory System as Predictors of Musical Proficiency. In our study, individual differences in performance were not correlated with changes in neural activity within the dorsal stream over the training period. Rather, the increased engagement of the dorsal system with training appears to be a common feature of cello learning and therefore could be viewed as a general prerequisite for musical instrument performance. However, our study reveals that the fluctuations in the initial state of the dorsal stream before training provide interesting information concerning the neural substrates underlying individual differences in learning. Indeed, the individuals who were better able to play the cello at the end of the training showed higher levels of activity in the region anterior to the supplementary motor area (the preSMA) during listening pretraining as well as higher levels of FC between the preSMA and bilateral AC during that same task and even between the preSMA and right AC during a resting-state scan (an independent dataset acquired before training) (Figs. 4 and 5), albeit in a somewhat more dorsal preSMA location than the preSMA/AC area that showed training-related changes.

The preSMA region is considered part of the dorsal auditory stream and, along with the dPMC, is thought to play a role in linking sound and action (4, 16, 56). Previous studies showed that this region was involved in the acquisition and storage of new motor skills (57, 58) and in action execution (59, 60). In addition, the preSMA has been conceptualized as an audio–sensorimotor node, shaping the auditory perception of learned actions (for a review see ref. 56). A few other studies on sensorimotor expertise revealed that, compared with nonexperts, athletes recruit the preSMA more strongly when listening to their sport’s sounds (61), and musicians show stronger activity in the preSMA when listening to music played on their instrument of expertise (62). Finally, stronger engagement of the preSMA is related to greater sensitivity in beat perception (63). The present findings extend these views, even within a group of nonexperts. Here, the predictive role of the preSMA and its interaction with the AC most likely reflect nonexperts’ basic abilities to map sounds to action so that the subsequent performance of complex audio sensorimotor sequences is facilitated. Moreover, that the preSMA predicted both pitch and temporal accuracy in performance (SI Appendix, Fig. 5) suggests that it relates to higher sensitivity to music features in the broad sense. This study opens the way to address new issues, such as deciphering the respective contribution of individuals’ genetic background versus their previous experience, at the basis of this functional predictor. Overall, that the FC between motor and auditory systems before the training can be a determinant in learning potential supports the view that cello learning, first and foremost, requires tight auditory–motor coupling.

Conclusion

Our longitudinal study of the acquisition of a complex skill, cello playing, reveals dissociations between brain networks that undergo plastic modifications as a function of training, versus those that are most related to performance, versus those that serve as predictors of learning outcome. The circuits involved demonstrate different contributions to perceptual, motor, and cognitive functions depending on the aspect of learning probed. These findings would have been difficult to observe without the use of complex, realistic tasks coupled with longitudinal brain imaging and behavioral outcome measures; such approaches therefore hold promise for future research on ecologically valid sensory–motor learning, with potential eventual applications in clinical rehabilitation and pedagogy.

Methods

Participants. Thirteen right-handed healthy volunteers participated in the present study (six men; mean age, 26 ± 4 y; age range, 20–31 y). Seven participants were native French speakers; the other six were native English speakers or used English as their working language. Participants were selected for their lack of musical background. None had previously received any formal musical training (other than at primary school), none had experience with a string instrument, and none was currently engaged in active music making. To ensure they did not have musical deficit before the experiment, participants were screened on their global performance on the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (64). The Local Ethics Committee from the Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University approved the protocol, and the subjects gave their informed consent.

Longitudinal Design. Participants were trained to play the cello over the course of 1 mo and were scanned at three time points (Fig. 1B). Immediately after the first MRI session (preSCAN), participants began the 4-wk cello training period. The second scan (SCAN wk1) took place after 1 wk of...
training, during which participants learned the basis of holding and playing the cello and were introduced to and began to practice the four musical sequences included in this training study. The last scan (SCAN wk4) took place at the end of the fourth week of training. The preSCAN and SCAN wk4 were scheduled exactly 4 wk apart. The training protocol was created for the purpose of this study and was piloted on three additional nonmusicians who were not included in the study.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Scanning sessions took place at the McConnell Brain Imaging Center at the Montreal Neurological Institute on a 3-T whole-body MR scanner (Siemens Trio) with a 32-channel head coil. Functional and structural MRI scans were collected at each of the three time points of the training. The protocol lasted 1 h in preSCAN, 1.5 h in SCAN wk1, and 2 h in SCAN wk4. All scan sessions included one sagittal T1-weighted image (IMPRAGE, voxel size 1 mm³) for anatomical reference. We used a sparse-sampling paradigm for functional runs with a repetition time (TR) of 10 s. This paradigm minimizes the influence of the BOLD response due to scanner noise on the BOLD response to the task and minimizes the impact of playing-related movements on volume acquisition. It also allows auditory stimuli and playback responses to be heard in silence. One functional run contained 38 volumes in preSCAN and 98 volumes in both the other scan sessions. We recorded echo-planar imaging (EPI) images covering the whole head (voxel size 3.5 mm³, 38 interleaved slices, echo time (TE) 30 ms, TR 10 s, flip angle = 90°). One EPI (“dummy” volume) was initially acquired and discarded to allow for T1-saturation effects. Resting-state scans were acquired at the start of SCAN wk1. Additional times on and off-seconds were acquired. Cello sounds were delivered via MRI-compatible headphones (S14; Sensimetrics Corp.) with foam inserts placed inside the ear canal. Stimuli were delivered diotically at a sound pressure level of 70 dB. Visual instructions were presented via back projection on a screen placed at the end of the MRI bore.

MRI protocol. During preSCAN, participants underwent four functional runs of listening-only trials. Each sequence was presented twice across four runs, which yielded 96 listening trials in total. Because participants at this point in the procedure could not yet play or imagine playing unfamiliar melodies on a new instrument, the playing and imaging tasks were not included in the preSCAN. The same functional protocol was used during both SCAN wk1 and SCAN wk4. It comprised four identical functional runs. Each run was composed of nine blocks of trials. The first six blocks were composed of simple peripheries (light blue in SI Appendix, Fig. S1C), the second six blocks of peripheries corresponding to the scanner acquisition time of the preceding trial. A series of stimuli were delivered diotically at a sound pressure level of 70 dB. Visual instructions were presented via back projection on a screen placed at the end of the MRI bore. Each sequence was counterbalanced across blocks. Participants did not know whether they would have the auditory feedback before starting to play and had not received any training on that task. Audio signals of the performance were systematically recorded. The order of the four signals was counterbalanced across the four runs. After those six blocks, participants underwent a block of six listening trials of the untrained new melody (orange in SI Appendix, Fig. S1C). Finally, in the last two blocks, trials were grouped by four (light blue in SI Appendix, Fig. S1C). Within each block, participants had to imagine playing the first six blocks of peripheries and the four sequences were randomized across subjects. All blocks were interspersed with trials of rest, with one rest trial at the end of every block and two rest trials at the end of every three blocks. Rest trials were used as the baseline control condition in the subsequent contrast analyses. This protocol yielded 96 trials in total for the listening, playing, and playnoA tasks (24 trials per sequence). This paper focused on the listening and playing tasks. On each trial, first a visual instruction for the task (e.g., “Listen!”) and the name of the sequence (e.g., “sequence A”) was presented for 2.3 s, corresponding to the scanner acquisition time of the preceding trial. A series of two flashes with a constant interstimulus interval of 1.2 s (i.e., at 50 bpm) accompanied all instructions. These flashes were used as visual pacing stimuli. Then, participants had to perform the 6-s task within the subsequent 7.7 s of silence. They were specifically instructed to begin the task on the expected third flash, following the temporal interval formed by the preceding flashes. Participants were given 5 min at the beginning of SCAN wk1 and SCAN wk4 to practice the sequences while they were lying on the scanner’s bed but without scanning.

Behavioral data analysis. Performance was evaluated using two accuracy indexes: calculating average pitch and rhythm deviations from the target sequence. All audio recordings were automatically analyzed using a MATLAB-written script developed for the purpose of this study. We used an ad-hoc onset-detection algorithm, operating in the time domain, that detects significant changes in the energy envelope of the signal. This method allows the
identification of the portion of the signal corresponding to each note in a sequence. We used the YIN algorithm to estimate pitch levels (65). Ultimately, the sequence-to-sequence matching was performed using the YIN algorithm and comparing all 13 partials of the sequence template, matching the onsets of both played and target sequences, and calculates an average pitch deviation (in cents; referred to in the text as “pitch error”) and a timing average deviation (in milliseconds; referred to in the text as “tempo error”) from target melodies. These two behavioral indexes were analyzed by repeated-measures ANOVA.

**Performance score.** For each subject in a scan session, one mean pitch error and one mean tempo error were calculated by averaging pitch and tempo deviation indices, respectively, across all sequences played. Then, for each subject, a single performance score was derived from the mean pitch error and the mean tempo error to represent individual training achievements. The performance score was obtained by linear rescaling the mean pitch and tempo errors on an arbitrary 0–100 scale and by taking the arithmetic mean of (−1 × mean pitch error) and (−1 × mean tempo error). That way, the greater the score, the better was the performance inside the scanner.

**fMRI data analysis.** Functional data were processed and analyzed using the FSL software tool (FSL Technologies Ltd., except for the FC analyses (see below). Nonbrain voxels were removed using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) of the FSL software. Images were motion-corrected using MCFLIRT of the FSL software, spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (5 mm FWHM), and were high-pass filtered (100 Hz). Individual fMRI data were registered to the individual’s T1-weighted anatomical images (three-parameter linear transformation) and registered to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space for third-level analyses (12-parameter linear transformation). Because we used a sparse sampling design, we did not apply any slice-time correction. Task-related BOLD signals from each voxel were modeled by using the general linear model of the FSL software. The analyses compute the correlation between the mean time series within each voxel and the mean time series of the FSL atlas, which are part of the FSL package.

For third-level analyses, regression analysis (66) was performed over two contrasts that were present during the scanning session.

**Conjunctions.** Conjunction analysis (66) was performed over two contrasts to determine the intersection of suprathreshold brain regions across those two statistic images. Results were thresholded at z > 2.3, i.e., P < 0.05 uncorrected for multiple comparisons.

**Regressions.** To examine training-related brain changes as a function of performance on an individual basis, regression analyses were performed based on the performance score at SCAN wk4, which represents the individual relative performance level. To reveal markers of predisposition for cellular training, regressions of pretraining activity using behavioral scores as regressors were assessed statistically at a more stringent height threshold (z > 2.6, i.e., P < 0.01 uncorrected). Following the method described in ref. 35, we also employed a leave-one-participant-out cross-validation procedure in which a single subject is iteratively left out of the group regression analysis. The group analysis of functionally defined ROIs is extracted for the participant left out and is used for the computation of the correlation. The procedure is then repeated for each participant. The regression analysis from the remaining participants thus serves as an independent localizer for the participant left out. All ROIs were set to be similar in size to the one defined by the regression analysis (66). Post hoc functional analyses were performed using Featquery in FSL and were tested for correlations between pretraining activations and behavioral achievements.

**Functional connectivity analyses.** We conducted task-related FC analyses to assess the network relationships between different regions during task performance. We also conducted resting-state FC analyses because connectivity during rest has been proposed to reflect intrinsic brain-connectivity networks (67). These networks have been shown to be shaped by repetitive long-term training in various domains such as visual learning (68), motor learning (69) and musical training (70) and also may serve as predictors of subsequent learning success (71). Both task-related FC and resting-state FC analyses were performed using the CONN-fMRI toolbox for SPM (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn), which computes the temporal correlation between the BOLD signals from given seed regions and other voxels in the brain. Data were preprocessed within the toolbox. For task-related FC, because we used a sparse sampling design, we did not apply any slice timing correction. For resting-state FC, preprocessing included the slice-time correction for interleaved acquisitions. Data were bandpass filtered (0.008–0.09 Hz). Second-level analysis was performed using the general linear model within CONN to determine between-scan group differences in correlation maps. We performed seed-to-ROI analyses (i.e., seed-based approach to hypothesis-driven analysis) and confirmed them with seed-to-voxel analyses (i.e., seed-based approach with all other voxels of the brain). The analyses compute the correlation between the mean time series within the seed and the average time series within each target ROI (seed-to-ROI analysis) or at each voxel (seed-to-voxel analysis). The results of seed-to-ROI FC analyses are presented in the main text, and FC maps resulting from whole-brain seed-to-voxel analyses are presented in SI Appendix. Seed-to-FC maps were corrected for multiple comparisons by using false discovery rate (FDR) correction thresholded at P < 0.05 (unless stated otherwise). Seed-to-voxel FC maps were cluster-corrected for multiple comparisons at P < 0.05 by using a P statistic threshold to define contiguous clusters showing positive correlation followed by estimation of the significance level of each cluster based on the cluster probability threshold.

**ROI definition.** Based on a priori-defined hypotheses, in the seed-to-ROI analyses we restricted the search volume to the bilateral AC, dPMC, and preSMA and SMA. ROIs in the AC (including right and left posterior STG (pSTG) and PT) and SMA (including the right and left SMA ROI) were used as provided by the toolbox from anatomical regions labeled by the FSL Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical structural atlases, which are part of the FSL package.